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PREFACE

Ambassador of Iraq
to Greece
It is a great pleasure and honour to
participate in the 4th Iraqi- European
Business and Investment Forum. I
would like to express my sincere
thanks and gratitude to the organizers
and participants of this important
gathering, and especially to the ArabHellenic Chamber of Commerce and
Development for its efforts.

In fact, the European Union is a strategic
partner for Iraq, and this cooperation
has been further enhanced since the
Strategic
Partnership
Agreement
between the two sides, entered into
force in August 2018. This agreement
includes cooperation in a variety of
fields such as democracy, human rights,
economic affairs, trade, immigration,
security, energy and environment.

There is no doubt that the economic
The Iraqi government is engaged in
and trade situation has been steadily
providing the appropriate conditions
changing in Iraq as well as in Greece
and necessary facilities to European
Mr. Shorsh Said
and also in the European Union due to
companies through regulations and laws
several factors, political and economic
that support the European investor. Iraq
ones in particular, creating a different environment compared is ranked 37th when it comes to the volume of trade exchange
to that of the previous years that this forum was held in.
with the European Union. In 2018, trade exchange between
Iraq and Greece amounted to 4.548 billion euros, while trade
Iraq has achieved, thanks to the efforts and sacrifices of its exchange between Iraq and the E.U. reached 19.966 billion
great people and support of its friends, to liberate its entire euros.
territory from the desecration of Daesh terrorist groups.
The Iraqi official institutions have done exceptional work to I hope that this forum will be successful and contribute
improve security and restore stability in the liberated Iraqi effectively to further increasing the level of economic and
cities. The policy of economic and financial reforms of the Iraqi trade cooperation between Iraq and Greece on the one hand
and Iraq and the European Union on the other.
government paired with the rise in oil prices have achieved a
rapid economic recovery.
It is our deep belief that this forum and efforts for cooperation
We believe that this new environment is not only suitable but
also particularly favourable for European investment, given
that the economic and trade cooperation between Iraq and
the EU has proved to be in the best interest of both parties.
I strongly believe it is a great opportunity for European
companies to acquire a large share of the reconstruction of
cities which were destroyed by Daesh terrorist groups and also
of the reconstruction of infrastructure in other Iraqi provinces.
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enhancement would benefit further and would achieve the
forum’s goals by making it possible to hold the 5th IraqiEuropean Business and Investment Forum in Baghdad. It is now
the time to make it happen! In this regard, I would like to take
this opportunity to invite all Greek and European companies
to participate in the 46th session of the Baghdad International
Fair that is to be held on 1st November 2019, which has for
years been honoured with the participation of a large number
of international companies, coming from across globe.

www.arabhellenicchamber.gr

Ambassador of Greece
to Iraq
I wish to wholeheartedly congratulate
the Arab- Hellenic Chamber of
Commerce & Development and the
Baghdad Chamber of Commerce for
creating an institution within their
institutions, by organizing for the
fourth consecutive year the “IraqiEuropean Business & Investment
Forum” in Athens, Greece.

dynamic trade with Iraq and European
investments in this country as a
central goal to develop our relations.

From ancestral times, Greece has
always had close friendly relations
with Iraq and all Arab nations from the
beginning of our recorded history. It is
in favour of sincere and constructive
dialogue and ready to contribute its
full share as a member of the EU and
The Iraqi economy already enjoys
NATO. Mutual trust has been built up
better business conditions after the
through centuries of cooperation and
defeat of the Islamic State. The hydroMr. Leonidas Contovounisos
confidence. Our Government, wishing
carbon sector forms the backbone
to promote bilateral relations and our
of economic activity, with vast oil
civilization,
has
taken
significant initiatives in the past four
potential yet to be explored. Iraq is a promising country
with a young population and a high level of education. years in the wider Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East
Its Government expresses its determination to reconstruct area. Iraq has responded positively to all these initiatives,
the industrial base, rehabilitate agricultural production with the participation of H.E. Mr. Mohamad A. Alhakim,
and renovate the tourism sector. Iraq’s economic stability its Foreign Minister, to the trilateral Summit of Jordan,
remains of great importance. It offers the country Cyprus and Greece in Amman, a couple of months ago, as
new opportunities for a rebalanced engagement with the most recent example.
all its neighbours in the economic sector. Companies
from European Union member states can support Iraqi
companies to reintegrate into the regional economy. It is
also true to say that Baghdad shows eager will to open up
for business.
The European Union has identified trade and investment
as key interests and strategic objectives in its relations
with Iraq. Last year, all EU member states enjoyed healthy
economic growth rates. The EU has been built from the start
on a common understanding that trade and investments
are the base of prosperity in Europe but also for growth
of wealth in other parts of the world. Therefore, we see a

Given the untapped potential in our bilateral economic
relations, Greece is ready to work towards enhancing
cooperation in all fields and increasing the volume of trade
and investments. Greek construction and pharmaceutical
companies, especially, have a great reputation for their
state of art expertise and reliability in carrying through
major projects.
I wish every success to the work of the 4th Iraqi- European
Business and Investment Forum and look forward to its
significant contribution to our bilateral relations, of which
I am certain.
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PREFACE BY THE CHAIRMAN
OF ENTERPRISE GREECE

Beginnings of a New Era
A new era is beginning: one that promises greater
prosperity for both our peoples.
Now is a particularly exciting time for Greece: the country
is at a turning point, having left behind its recent crisis
and the country is on the path to economic growth and
prosperity. At the same time, Greece’s economy is reorienting itself to international markets with Greek
businesses expanding overseas, welcoming foreign
investment, and creating added value with new products,
services and innovation.
Important reforms, implemented in the last decade,
are bearing fruit: the Greek economy is recovering,
public finances have been repaired, and the country’s
competitiveness has been restored.
In the last two years, both FDI and exports have reached
record highs. Major multinationals – from the Middle East,
from China, from Europe, from the U.S. – have chosen to
invest in Greece.
That’s because Greece is an ideal location for international
businesses in a globalized economy. Situated at the
crossroads for trade, transport and energy distribution
between Asia, Africa and Europe, Greece combines a key
geostrategic location with deep cultural heritage, a mild
climate and unparalleled natural beauty. Greece offers
a skilled and well-educated workforce, and competitive
costs.
In Iraq, political and economic developments indicate the
beginning of a new era of stability. The country looking
to rebuild its economy after decades of war, sanctions,
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Grigoris Stergioulis Chairman and CEO

www.arabhellenicchamber.gr

sectarian violence and the rise of the Islamic State. The
World Bank estimates that Iraq will need almost $90
billion for its reconstruction.

returned to growth. The last three years have been banner
years for Greek exporters, as Greek companies export their
products and know-how to the world.

Economic growth is gradually picking up as capital
investments and reconstruction efforts take hold. More
than 85 countries, international financial institutions and
major investors from around the world are helping Iraq in
those efforts.

Greece is justly famed for its excellent food products,
which have been gaining ground in international markets.
But other important export sectors include petroleum
products and chemicals, building and construction
materials, textiles and fashion, and cosmetics. As the Greek
recovery gains ground, the significant untapped potential
for Greek exports will continue to be an important driver
of growth.

Enterprise Greece stands among those ready to help. The
Agency operates under the supervision of the Ministry of
Economy and Development and provides full spectrum
of services related to international business relationships
and domestic business development for the international
market. Enterprise Greece promotes Greece as an
investment destination on the one hand, and in parallel
showcases the significant export potential of Greece’s
manufacturing, agricultural, cultural heritage, and service
sectors.
In championing investment and trade, Enterprise Greece
outreaches the international business community with a
variety of events and missions, and supports investment
and trade delegations to accompany Presidential, Prime
Ministerial, and Ministerial missions abroad.
Greek exports have recently been driving the country’s
economic recovery. During the recession, Greek
companies – from food processing firms, to construction
and engineering companies, increasingly turned to foreign
markets, emerging in a strong position as the economy

Greek exporters of building and construction materials –
along with Greek construction companies and engineering
firms – are already active throughout the Middle East and
looking for new opportunities. In the past several years,
Greek products and skills have been used in the monuments
and public facilities of the region, from Saudi Arabia to
Egypt.
As Iraq recovers, the economic and commercial potential
is enormous. This is an area that can be explored together.
In several sectors, there is great potential for partnerships
between Greek and Iraqi businesses. These include
energy, tourism, construction, technology, as well as
environmental services and agribusiness, among others.
Our two countries have a shared interest in regional
prosperity and sustainable development. And at Enterprise
Greece, we believe that we are at the start of a new era for
both Greece and Iraq.
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Dear Reader,
On June 13, our Chamber’s new Board of Directors has been elected for a term of three
years. It is represented by the Arab and Greek side with good participation from new
prominent businesses of both parties. The inclusion of new representation in the Board
will have its positive impact on our future activities and events and will contribute to
enhancing the Chamber’s status as one of the most vocal Joint Chambers in Greece.
Throughout the Chamber’s history, we have been proud to have a close association
with our member-companies. We would like to seize this opportunity to welcome the
new members and at the same time convey to our friends and colleagues who left the
Board, our deepest appreciation and best wishes in their future endeavors.

Harris Geronikolas
President

In this special issue of MAN which is published on the occasion of convening the “4th
Iraqi-European Business and Investment Forum”, we would like to express our
appreciation to Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, for entrusting us again with the
organization of the 4th Forum. Our cooperation has been impeccable and we pride
ourselves in this association. Undoubtedly, these previous three Forums have sparked
interest of both sides in cooperation and creation of new business partnerships. It has
also contributed to the elevation of the Greek-Iraqi trade balance and to the increase
of the visit frequency of the Iraqi businessmen to Greece, with interest in exploring the
opportunities in the revived Real Estate sector, as well as other business fields.
This year marks the 40th anniversary of our Chamber’s establishment. It is an
opportunity to reflect on our past failures and successes, and to assess our role in
the development of Arab-Greek relations throughout the four decades. We look to
the future with optimism and are committed to maintain high quality services for our
member-companies and for all business communities in Greece and the Arab world.

www.arabhellenicchamber.gr

Rashad Mabger
Secretary General
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The flagship event of this year will be the convening of the “8th Arab-Hellenic
Economic Forum”, scheduled for 27-28 November, 2019.
While we will continue building up on the success of the previous Forums in terms of
topics of interest for both Arabs and Greeks, we will add new domains and areas of
interest, that will be presented in our Forum for the first time. We will further ensure
the diversity and high caliber representation from across the Arab world.
Stay tuned for more information in the coming days and weeks.

D.DRAKOULAKIS AVETE
Factory - Showroom:
102 Leonidou Str., P.O. 104 35 Athens, Greece
Τ. +30 210-34 63 133, F. +30 210-34 60 388
Email: info@drakoulakis.gr
www.drakoulakis.gr

“Iraq & Europe: Partners in Progress”
Under the Αuspices

Partner and Main Sponsor

In coordination with Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, we are pleased to announce the convening
of the “4th Iraqi-European Business & Investment Forum” on July 10-11, 2019, in Athens, Greece,
at the Divani Caravel Hotel. This Forum is an ongoing tradition established as a result of the success
of the three previous Forums.
The political and economic developments in Iraq indicate the beginning of a new era of stability and
a direction focusing on the mobility of the country’s resources with the contribution of more than
85 countries, international financial institutions and major investment companies for the efforts
of the re-construction of Iraq and the modernization of its infrastructure. The Iraqi private sector
is playing a major role in this process and exerting enormous efforts towards the revitalization of
many industries, namely in agri-food, building material, energy, related machinery and equipment
are only a few of these industries.
Iraq is gaining momentum as a potential destination to conduct business in the whole of MENA
region, thus providing unique opportunities for European and Greek businesses utilizing their
advantage in Technology & Know-how to engage in a dialogue with their Iraqi counterparts and
enter into constructive and beneficial business partnerships.
The focal points and topics of this Forum will reflect issues of interest with regard to the developments
in Iraq and render itself as yet another platform for the Greek and European businesses to network
and conduct (B2B) meetings with Iraqi representatives in all business domains.
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Working Languages:
Greek, Arabic and English (with simultaneous interpreting)
Level of Participation:
Ministers and State Officials from Iraq and Greece, Iraqi Businessmen and similar participations
from the Greek side, with representation of some European Companies

Program
Wednesday, 10th July 2019
19:30-21.00 Reception in honor of the Iraqi Delegation

Thursday, 11th July 2019
08:30
09:30
10:15
10:45
11:00

Registration & Coffee

Opening Ceremony
Iraq & Greece, Investment Potential & Climate
Coffee break & Networking

1st Panel: “Identifying European role in the re-construction projects and
modernization of infrastructure in Iraq”
12:00	
2nd Panel: “Iraqi private sector’s vision on the revitalization of the Iraqi
industries”
13:00	Brief Review and presentation of the business sectors of the Iraqi Delegates
Finger Food & Networking
13:15
14:00
3rd Panel: “Transfer of Technology and Know-How to Iraq, Advantages and
Sustainability”
Coffee break & Networking
15:00
15:30-17:30 B2B meeting in all business sectors
18:00
End of Forum’s works

B2B Meetings:
The Forum’s program dedicates sufficient time for the B2B meetings in all business sectors such as
Construction and Infrastructure, Building Materials, Petroleum Industry and Services, Electronic
& Electrical Industry, Real Estate, Agri-Food, Pharmaceutical Products and Cosmetics, Tourism,
Shipping and Logistics, Telecommunications, Information Technology, Security Products & Systems,
Textile, Clothing, in addition to other sectors according to the participants’ nature of business.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS,
SPEAKERS
AND MODERATORS

Rashad Mabger

Secretary General
Arab-Hellenic Chamber of
Commerce & Development

Saeb Nahas

Consul of Kazakhstan & CEO,
Nahas Group, Lebanon

Harris Geronikolas

Jaafar Rasool Al-Hamadani

Tawfic Said Khoury

Εng. Fahad Amarin

Philippe Dessoy

H.E. Konstantinos Bikas

Eng. Abdullah Al Jiburi

Dawood Abed Zayer
Al-Jumaili

Dr. Lebanon Hatif
Al-Shami

Mohamed Haykal

Dimitrios Mezartasoglou

Chairman
Arab-Hellenic Chamber of
Commerce & Development

Corporate Ethics Compliance Officer &
Manager of Technical Support (Sales &
Proposals – Oil & Gas and Pipelines)
Consolidated Contractors Company
(CCC), Greece

Chairman BoD, Al Jiburi General
Contracting Group, Iraq

* photo placement according
to Forum’s program

Chairman, Baghdad Chamber of
Commerce, Iraq

General Manager, Business
Development Manager
BESIX Group SA, Belgium

Chairman, Iraq National Business
Council (INBC), Iraq

Chairman, Haykal Group, UAE
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Executive Vice Chairman,
Consolidated Contractors
Company (CCC), Greece

International Business Director,
Mytilineos S.A., Greece

Dean, Baghdad College of
Economic Sciences University, Iraq

Head of Studies, Institute
of Energy for South Eastern
Europe (IENE), Greece

“Iraq & Europe: Partners in Progress”

H.E. Eng. Sharwan
Kamel Alwaeli

H.E. Dr. Mustafa M. A.
Al-Hiti

Grigorios Stergioulis

Abdulaziz Al-Mikhlafi

Amar Shubar

Marios Patsalides

Qaisar Hijazin

H.E. Dr. Mustafa M. A.
Al-Hiti

Advisor to the President of the
Republic of Iraq, Iraq

Partner, Management Partners,
GCC & Iraq

Dipl.-Ing Mouddar Khouja
Secretary General, Austro-Arab
Chamber of Commerce, Austria

President, Rebuilding Fund for Areas
Affected by Terroristic Operations
(ReFAATO), Council of Ministers, Iraq

Chief Business Development
Officer, Avax S.A., Greece

H.E. Herbert Scheibner

Former Minister of Defense of
the Republic of Austria, Member
of the Board of Directors of
the Austro-Arab Chamber of
Commerce (AACC), CEO Scheibner
Business Development GmbH

Chairman & CEO, Enterprise
Greece, Greece

Secretary General, Arab-BelgiumLuxembourg Chamber of
Commerce, Belgium

Secretary General,
Arab-German Chamber of
Commerce, Ghorfa, Germany

President, Iraqi Pharmaceutical
Syndicate, Iraq

Giorgios Petrakis

Managing Director, AS
Automation System Hellas,
Greece

Christos Giannakopoulos

Sales Director, Technochrom SA,
Greece
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Photo Gallery from the Previous Three Forums

H.E. Mr. Sharwan Kamil Alwaely, Advisor of the President of the Republic of Iraq
& H.E. Mr. Markos Bolaris, Alternate Minister of Rural Development and Food,
Greece

Mr. Jaafar Rasool Al-Hamadani Chairman of Federation of Iraqi Chambers of
Commerce & Chairman of Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, Iraq

Mr. Al-Hamadani & Mr. Tawfic Khoury, Executive Vice Chairman of CCC, The
Forum’s Strategic Sponsor

(from the left) Mr. Rashad Mabger, Mr. Harris Geronikolas, President, AHCCD, H.E.
Mr. Alwaely, Mr. Al-Hamadani

Group photos of Esteemed Dignitaries

Group photos of Esteemed Dignitaries

Photos from B2B Meetings

Photo Gallery from the Previous Three Forums

The Esteemed Dignitaries during the Iraqi National Anthem

H.E. Mr. Sharwan Alwaeli

H.E. Prof. George Katrougalos, Alternate Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Greece

Mr. Tawfic Khoury

Mr. Maytham Al-Yasiri, Board Member, Baghdad Chamber of Commerce,
& Commercial Director & the Coordinator of the Annual Iraqi-European
Business & Investment Forums, with the Secretary General & President
of AHCCD

General View from the Hall

H.E. Dr. Mustafa M. A. Al-Hiti, President, Rebuilding Fund for Areas
Affected by Terroristic Operations (ReFAATO), Council of Ministers, Iraq

Mr. Dara Jalil Al-Khayat with Mr. Al-Hamadani

“Iraq & Europe: Partners in Progress”
With the kind support of

& the Arab-European Joint Chambers

18

Sponsors
Platinum Sponsor

Bronze Sponsors

Supporter

Hospitality Desk

Communication Sponsor
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Excellence

in service
through

innovation
by people
who care

Arab-Hellenic Chamber
of Commerce & Development:

2019 marks a significant milestone in
the operations of the Arab Hellenic
Chamber– the 40th anniversary from its
foundation. These passed years can be
defined as a kaleidoscope of successes,
failures, happy memories, strong
relationships and warm friendships,
while always maintaining our values
and principles which are: Excellence in
service, through innovation, by people
who care.
We have positively impacted on business
relations between the Greek and Arab
business communities by constant
support and excellent service. We hope
to continue to endure and add value
for our communities on both sides,
for our members and non-members
alike and for the entrepreneurs who
may seek our services and who we
serve. Endurance, however, is not easy.
Meaningful endurance is even harder.
For an organization to endure 40 years
and be relevant today is quite a feat. If
we learned one thing from those years,
it is that enduring requires remaining
relevant and relevant requires meeting
the needs of our members and our
business communities. To be more
relevant and more valuable today is an
honor that goes to few.
We want to endorse innovation, but we
also want to ensure that no one is left
behind in the new developments and
transitions. The way we live and work
is rapidly changing and we are facing
new challenges and are confronted
with new demographic realities and
fast technological developments.
We are therefore aware, that further
development
will
entail
more
commitment from our side - from the
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staff and the Board. We want to focus on
diversifying our concepts, on elevating
the trade balance in our communities
and on committing to international
trade relations and its objectives which
are – contributing to job creation and
generally improving the living standard
of our communities. We have taken huge
steps in that direction and are moving
forward by adopting advanced form of
trading, the cornerstone of which is the
transfer of technology and know-how
from Greece to the Arab world.
This year’s milestone is not only an
occasion to look back, but also to look
ahead, and what matters most now is
what we do next. During the year of
2019, we plan to embark on a series
of activities, reflecting on our previous
success and taking advantage of our
vast database and our unique business
network across the Arab world which
will help us move forward and will
elevate us to new heights in our role
and mandate to promote Greek-Arab
relations.
Our Chamber has been loyal to its
objectives and has earned a unique
status and reputation for its integrity
and quality services that it has been
delivering to all its members and
non-members in Greece and the
Arab world. We have stories about
overcoming challenges, that show
the human face of our organization
and our communities. We have also
stories about significant milestones
and successes of our organization
that demonstrate its development and
ethos. Our doors will always remain
open for all businesses looking for
new opportunities, innovation and

expansion. We pride ourselves on our
good record of successful activities,
events, business deals, as well as our
association with many outstanding
Greek and Arab companies, along with
our active relation with the Union of
Arab Chambers, the Arab Federations
and Chambers of Commerce and our
sister Arab-foreign Joint Chambers.
The real measure of our achievements
and excellence in partnership, however,
is the growing list of our members and
their testimonials. The entrepreneurs
and businesses on both, the Greek and
Arab sides of our communities are the
heart of our endeavors and claim to be
empowered, optimistic and enthusiastic.
The history of our Chamber is not only
about business. It is also about people
and we cannot find words to express our
thanks and gratitude to everyone who
has supported our Chamber throughout
the years. Its successful growth is a direct
result of a combination of its valued and
resourceful staff, its effective Board, its
loyal members and generous sponsors,
who all played a significant role in
helping AHCCD achieve its goals. We
are inspired to move forward so we can
further build on the foundations created
since its establishment.
Before we conclude, we want to say
that the road ahead will be challenging,
as unpredictability will continue to rule,
but we will continue to stay motivated
to strengthen our capabilities and
to spread understanding and good
relations among all parts of our region.

Bon voyage to us all for our
journey to future!

Profile of ReFAATO

Reconstruction Fund for Areas Affected by
Terroristic Operations
(ReFAATO)
Who is ReFAATO?
• Established by GoI in 2015/ under the umbrella of Council of
Ministers
Objectives:
• Reconstruction and rehabilitation of the areas affected by
terroristic operations and alleviation of the impacts of terrorism
there.
• Rehabilitate infrastructure
• Compensating the wasted development opportunities to achieve
the national, social and humanitarian objectives of Reconstruction.
Vision: To build confidence between Iraqis and their State on the
one hand and between Iraq and the international community on
the other.
Message: Rebuilding cities infrastructure, and human spirits,
as well as sustain the economic cycle in areas affected by the
terrorist operations through the following dimensions:

Strategy Dimensions:
• 1. The social dimension: Renewing the social contract between
the state and citizens in the liberated areas, as well as rebuilding
credibility and confidence.
• 2. The economic dimension: To perpetuate the economic wheel in
the affected areas in cooperation with the relevant parties.
• 3. Physical dimension and services: Reconstruction of public and
private infrastructures, facilities and the private affected by Terrorist
Operations.
Duties:
• Coordination with the governorates to prioritize the projects.
• Working on bringing grants, donations, aids, and loans from
countries and organizations.
• Contracting and supervising the implementation of contracted
projects according to the active legislations.
• Following up the implementation of reconstruction projects
funded by loans or grants to the sectorial ministries.
• Submit the required plans for reconstruction and put the required
policies to reach the country objectives for development of the
affected areas.

The activities of ReFAATO for
the years (2016, 2017, 2018)
Projects funded by federal budget:
• Year of 2016: (152) projects for a total cost
$16,666,666.
• August/ 2017- May/ 2018:
Fully completed projects: (60) projects
Projects completion of more than 50% :
(97) projects
Total cost of completed projects fully and partially
$ 76,381,822.
Damage and Needs Assessment of Affected
Governorates
According to DNA issued by MoP and WB Dec.2017
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TOTAL DAMAGES ACROSS ALL SECTORS IQD53.3 TRILLION (US$ 45.7 BILLION)

Profile of ReFAATO

ReFAATO Projects
Health Sector
Number of projects( 7)
Total Cost $431,640
Total number of beneficiaries 256,000

Higher Education Sector
35 Projects
Total cost $12,367,280
Total number of beneficiaries 257,750

Education Sector
Number of schools 57 schools
Total cost $36,815,346
Total number of beneficiaries 51,300 students

The Road Sector
Total 203,7 km length
Total cost $14,473,571
Total number of beneficiaries 2,870,036

Number of Bridges
3 bridges
Total cost of $1,639,344
Total number of beneficiaries 450,000

Water Sector
112 projects
Total cost of $9,738,000
Total number of beneficiaries 1,500,000

Municipal facilities
13 Projects
Total cost of $7,330,010
Total number of beneficiaries 900,000

Other Projects
6 Projects
Total cost $733,856
Total number of beneficiaries 625,000

Electricity Sector
Number of switches and convertors supplied 1296
Total cost of $6,685,737
Total number of beneficiaries 250,000
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Suheil Sabbagh and Rashad Mabger bid
farewell to Ambassador Fawwaz Al-Eitan
On July 1st 2019, the Vice President of the
Arab- Hellenic Chamber Mr. Suheil Sabbagh
and the Secretary General Mr. Rashad Mabger
paid a visit to H.E. Ambassador Fawwaz AlEitan, to bid farewell to an outstanding
Ambassador and friend. During the visit, on
the occasion of ending his assignment as an
Ambassador of the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan to the Hellenic Republic, Mr. Sabbagh
Ambassador
Fawwaz Al-Eitan
presented the Ambassador Al-Eitan with a
farewell gift.
We have been fortunate for the past four years to enjoy our
acquaintance and excellent cooperation with H.E. Ambassador
Fawwaz Al-Eitan with whom we and many others have developed
a warm and lasting friendship.
The Ambassador Al-Eitan, a charismatic, cultured and
knowledgeable man, has always been hard working, dependable
and supportive of our Chamber’s activities. His natural affinity, his
refined social skills and relaxed approach to people have greatly
contributed to his successful career as an outstanding Ambassador
whose positive quality always overwhelmed his counterparts.
His longstanding diplomatic and international relations
experience at various positions at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Expatriates of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, extends
over three decades. Prior to his assignment as Ambassador of his
country to the Hellenic Republic, he served as an Ambassador to
Libya, as the envoy to the Libyan National Transitional Council
and as a Director at various departments at the Jordanian Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates.
The Ambassador Mr. Fawwaz speaks Arabic, Greek, English and
French. He is married and has two children, son and a daughter.
We wish you Mr. Ambassador, happiness, good health and the
best of success in your future endeavours.
You will be greatly missed. Good luck!
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(from left) Rashad Mabger, Ambassador Fawwaz Al-Eitan
and Suheil Sabbagh

Ambassador Fawwaz Al-Eitan Jordan, Ambassador of
Palestine and Dean of Arab Ambassadors Marwan Toubassi
and Ambassador of Egypt Mohamed Farid Monib

Harris Geronikolas Chairman of the Board of AHCCD
with Ambassador Fawwaz at the 2nd Workshop in “Doing
Business in the Arab World” March 2018
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Chamber’s Elections
June 2019
The General Assembly of the Arab Hellenic Chamber has
met at the Divani Caravel Hotel on 13th June 2019, to
elect a new Board of Directors, the Financial Controllers,
and the Disciplinary Committee, for a new term of three
years.
The election outcome has been a new elected Board of 34
members equally divided between the Greek and the Arab
side, along with two Members for the Financial Committee
and nine Members for the Disciplinary Committee.
We seize this opportunity to express our appreciation
and gratitude to the outgoing Board Members from both
sides for their services and devotion to the Chamber.
At the same time, we would like to welcome the new
Members of the Board, and the Financial and Disciplinary
Committees Members. We wish the new Board a
productive new term with contributions and devotion,
that would help maintain our Chamber’s status and
image as the most vocal Joint Chamber in Greece, and
elevate it higher.
The new Board has met immediately after the elections,
and decided on the formation of the Board’s body as
follows:

Election Committee

Some of the elected Board Members

A view of the General Assembly

Members voting
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Chamber’s Elections June 2019
Board Members, Greeks

Board Members, Arabs

GERONIKOLAS HARRIS - President

RASHID NASER AL-KAABI - 1st Vice President

WEISS ABDUL AZIM - Vice President

SOUHEIL HASSIB SABBAGH - Vice President

DROSINOS PARIS - Vice President 		

MAGDI EL HALAWANI- Vice President

SAVVAKIS ILIAS - Treasurer

FATHY MORSY - EC Member

VLAHAKIS NICHOLAS - EC Member

SALEH JALLAD - EC Member

KATZOURAKIS STELIOS - EC Member

JOSEPH SAMAAN - Member

TSAKTANIS MARKOS - EC Member

HUSSEIN SHRAIM - Member

DAMOPOULOS IOANNIS - Member

HENRY HAFEZ - Member

LAMBROPOULOS HARIS - Member

GHASSAN KOUCHAJI - Member

MAMALIS ATHANASSIOS - Member

HAMAD RASHID AL-NUAIMI - Member

MARKAKIS EMMANOUIL - Member

HISHAM ABDULAZIZ AL-SAYED - Member

MOUSBEH SOUHA KATERINA - Member

ANAS JOUD - Member

SIGALAS SOCRATIS-SOTIRIOS - Member

AHMAD SULAIMAN AL-QUDAIBI - Member

SOVATZIDIS ILIAS - Member

ADEL AL-HADDA - Member

TADROS GEORGE-ALEXANDER - Member

AHMED BIN RASHID AL-RASHID - Member

VENIZELOS GEORGE - Member		

HAMOUD SALEM AL-SAADI - Member

XANTHIS SPYROS - Member

HEIDER H. JASIM AL-ATHARI - Member

Financial Controller

Financial Controller

LYCOGIANNIS ATHANASSIOS

ENNIMER RASHID YASSER

Disciplinary Committee

Disciplinary Committee

BREGIANNOS SOTIRIOS

			

COLOCOTRONIS EVANGELOS

PELETI VANA

KARAKYRIAKOS KOSTAS

			

TAREK HAFEZ

KRYSTALLIS PANAGIOTIS

			

PATERAKI PETROULA 		
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GARAISY IMAD ISSA

			

WEISS ABDUL BASSIR
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The First Athens Real Estate Expo has
Completed with Great Success
The 1st Arexpo Welcomed More Than 10,000 Visitors From Greece And Abroad.
The first real estate exhibition ATHENS REAL
ESTATE EXPO 2019 hosted at the exhibition center
HELEXPO MAROUSSI and was successfully completed
on Sunday 9/6. AREXPO 2019 had more than 10,000
visitors, who had the opportunity to get acquainted
with all issues surrounding the real estate market in
Greece. The presence of more than 100 exhibitors
- from real estate, investment and insurance, as well
as from equipment companies - provided a wealth
of information and options to visitors who came to
inform about news and prospects of Real Estate in our
country.
The satisfaction of visitors and exhibitors from their
contact and interaction was measured to over 95%.
Each exhibitor has on average more than 100 B2B
meetings during the three days and has collected
dozens of contact details of individuals, landlords
and interested customers.
In AREXPO 2019, the event "Challenges and trends
in Real Estate. What's next?", attended more
than 400 executives of the real estate market. In
this first big open discussion about the real estate
market and its future in Greece, professional speakers
and scientific consultants in the industry with great
experience, presented important information about
the market and its evolution. The issues discussed
were: The Golden Visa era, the evolution in tourist
property market, Real Estate tax changes, open
minding statistics on housing market, educational
programs inorder to save energy in business.
During the evening, a special reference was made to
the extremely topical issue of Airbnb. In particular,
it has been examined how it has developed, how it
affects prices, the legal framework of the owners, as
well as the estimates for its future.
Significant conclusions were also made for the

purchase of hotel properties, while the presentation
of two new property valuation indicators, which in
the near future will be available to the public, was
also interesting.
The next day, the co-organizers (RM International and
Cryssi Efkeria) have assumed the responsibility and
promise that Athens Real Estate EXPO 2020 will
be even more impressive, with even more information
and training of executives, with international
presenters and even more visitors, making Arexpo
an international exhibition connected with the real
estate market in Greece.
Besides, as the new Regional Attorney, Mr. George
Patoulis said at the opening ceremony "Real Estate
is an area inherent in the development of a country!"
AREXPO 2020 has already started its preparation
in order to be more impressive!
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Our Secretary General in
“Win the World Markets: North Africa”
Piraeus Bank and Enterprise Greece, co-organized
on 19th of June 2019, an event titled: “Win the
World Markets: North Africa”. More than 30
representatives of large and medium size companies
had the opportunity to get inside information on
the prospects and modus operandi of the markets of
North Africa. An increased interest has been registered
by domestic companies for North African markets
especially in the sectors of construction, energy,
agricultural products, life sciences and chemicals.
Mr. Giorgos Handjnicolaou, Chairman of Piraeus
Bank, in his welcome speech, stated that to achieve
growth we must rely mainly on investments and
private entrepreneurship, giving special emphasis in
“reaching out” in order to attract more foreign direct
investments.
On the other hand, the Chairman and CEO of
Enterprise Greece, Mr. Grigoris Stergioulis, noted that
Enterprise Greece in close cooperation with Piraeus
Bank aim to enhance the support towards Greek
enterprises in their efforts to penetrate new markets
such as those of North Africa’s. This type of event
strengthens the dynamics of Greek exporters and give
them the opportunity for further cooperation with
other countries such as Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco,
Egypt etc.
Mr. Rashad Mabger, the Secretary General of ArabHellenic Chamber of Commerce, referred to the
business ecosystem and the forthcoming benefits for
Greek companies starting their business in the Arabic
countries.
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(from left) Athanassios F. Vlachopoulos Deputy General Manager
Investment Banking Piraeus Bank, George Handjinicolaou Chairman
of Piraeus Bank, Grigoris Stergioulis Chairman and CEO Enterprise
Greece, Rashad Mabger Secretary General Arab-Hellenic Chamber.

All business opportunities that Egypt, Algeria,
Morocco and Tunisia have to offer were presented by
Economic Counsellors of the respective embassies.
Piraeus Bank and Enterprise Greece in the context
of the joint MoU signed in July 2018 aim to
further enhance the cooperation between the
Greek companies, promote Greek exports, support
investment opportunities and showcase Greece as an
attractive investment location to the international
business community.
In that framework, the event titled: “Win the World
Markets: North Africa” consists the first of a series of
events that will follow for other markets of interest to
Greek enterprises.

www.arabhellenicchamber.gr

Amira Saoussen Aouachria – Embassy of Algeria, Manal Abdeltawab
– Embassy of Egypt, Eleni Vrettou, Executive General Manager,
Piraeus Bank, Manel Chamtouri – Embassy of Tunis, Aicha Sinaceur
– Embassy of Morocco.

Grigoris Stergioulis

George Handjinicolaou

Rashad Mabger
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Greek Ambassador to Iraq pays
a visit to Baghdad Chamber
of Commerce
On 3O June 2019, the Greek Ambassador to Iraq,
H.E. Leonidas Contovounisos paid a visit to Baghdad
Chamber of Commerce and met with the Chairman of
the Board Mr. Jaafar Rasool Al-Hamadani with who he
exchanged views on issues related to the Iraqi-Greek
relations and their cooperation with our Chamber, in
particular the tradition to hold, since 2016, the IraqiEuropean Business & Investment Forum in Athens, with
special emphasis on the upcoming Forum which will
also take place in Athens, Greece, on 10-11 July 2019.
The previous Forums sparked the interest of the Iraqis

(from left) Al-Sudani, Al- Dakaq, Ambassador Contovounisios,
Chairman Al- Hamadani, Al-Yasiri and Al-Nouri.

in Greece and greatly contributed to the increase of
the trade balance between the two countries. Frequent
visits of the Iraqi businessmen in Greece opened up new
windows of opportunities, which is demonstrated by
the growing demand in the Greek Real Estate Market,
in which the Iraqis now top the list of property buyers.
H.E. the Ambassador Contovounisos and the Board
Chairman Mr. Al-Hamadani expressed their satisfaction
regarding the existing friendly Iraqi- Greek relations
and welcomed any initiative to further enhance this
relation. During this visit, Ambassador Contovounisos

was attended by the Board Members of Baghdad

presented a letter from Mr. Theodore Fessas, President

Chamber, Messrs Hikmat Al-Dakaq, Maytham Al-Yasiri,

of the Association of the Greek Industry (SEV) to

Ala Al-Nouri and the Advisor to the Chairman Majeed

the Chairman Mr. Al-Hamadani, with regard to the

Al-Sudani. At the conclusion of this visit, Chairman Al-

intended visit of the Greek business delegation to

Hamadani, presented a trophy to H.E. the Ambassador

Baghdad during the month of October. The meeting

Contovounisos.
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A vote of Confidence
in Fathy Morsy

Harris Geronikolas, Chairman of our Chamber and Mr. Morsy in the 2nd Workshop in “Doing Business in
the Arab World” in March 2019.

On 30 of May 2019, the Board Members of Beheira
Chamber of Commerce in Egypt has met and given its
vote of confidence to Fathy Morsy as a President of
the Board of Directors for a new term.
The trust placed by the Board Members on Mr. Morsy,
is a recognition of his services to the Chamber, his
devotion and his popularity among the Members of
Beheira Chamber and the business community in Egypt
at large.
Mr. Morsy is an executive Board Member of our

Chamber, representing the Federation of the Egyptian
Chamber of Commerce and he is also the second Vice
President of this Federation.
We, at the Arab-Hellenic Chamber, pride ourselves
on our association with the Federation of the Egypt
Chamber of Commerce and warmly welcome Mr.
Morsy as their representative on our Board.
We seize this opportunity to express our best wishes
to President Fathy Morsy!
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EXHIBITIONS

International Waste Recovery
and Valuation Exhibition

The REVADE, International Wastes Recovery and Evaluation Exhibition, returns this year in its 4th edition to put
more emphasis on circular entrepreneurship and displays the theme: “Circular entrepreneurship, an economic
model for the future”.
The importance and role of circular entrepreneurship, which consists in creating wealth from limited resources
by implementing innovative solutions for waste, management problems, thus contributing to the creation of the
resources needed for economic development, encouraged us to put forward again this topic.
The REVADE exhibition offers a space for meetings and exchanges bringing together wastes management
professionals, institutions and circular entrepreneurship supporting devices, research centres and universities.
Organiser and owner of the exhibition:
Algerian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Patronage of the exhibition:
Ministry of Environment and Renuable Energies
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For more information, please visit: https://10times.com/revade
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Congratulations Mr. Secretary General!

(from left) Mrs Rita Massoud HR & Admin Manager ABCC, Mrs Huda Kachtan Manager Arab Joint Foreign
Chambers at the Union of Arab Chambers (UAC), President of UAC Mr. Mohammed Abdo Saeed, Mr.
Bandar Ali Reda the newly assigned Secretary General of ABBC, Dr. Khalid Hanafy Secretary General UAC
and Ambassador Ibrahim Mohieldeen Arab League, UK.

We are pleased to announce that Mr. Bandar Ali Reda
has joined the Arab British Chamber of Commerce,
assuming the role of the Secretary General and CEO
as of 1st March 2019, becoming the fourth person to
occupy this leadership position at the Chamber.
As the leader for the Chamber, Mr. Reda will contribute
his expertise and a proven track record, along with
his combined experience as a diplomat and extensive
hands-on experience in the private sector to help bring
the Chamber to the next level.
Mr. Reda has a distinguished professional career of
more than a decade in banking and corporate industry
at SABB HSBC Saudi Arabia, prior to taking up senior
positions in the diplomatic service of his country, the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as the Commercial Attaché
in the UK & Europe and before that in Italy and the
Saudi delegation to BIE in Paris.
Mr. Reda holds a BA in Economics and Business
Administration from Orlando USA. He was an Executive

Member of the Saudi-Italian Business Council, Council
of Saudi Chambers; a Member of the Business Youth
Committee, Jeddah Chamber of Commerce; a Member
of the Saudi Economy Association; and a Member of
the Saudi Arabian legal accountants.
Mr. Reda’s undoubted experience and abilities are
clearly demonstrated in his extensive career, in both
public and private sectors. His appointment, welcomed
by all, will enable him to make a vital contribution
to the improvement of the Chamber’s activities and
enhance its influence as the leading strategic business
services organisation in the UK, working to strengthen
bilateral trade.
We, at the Arab-Hellenic Chamber seize this opportunity
to wish our dear colleague Bandar every success in his
new role at the realm of the Arab-British Chamber.
Congratulations Mr. Secretary General!
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EBBA Delegation in Belgium
Egyptian Belgian Forum
17th of June 2019
On june 17th The Arab Belgian Luxembourg Chamber of
Commerce had the pleasure to welcome the Egyptian
Belgian Business Association (EBBA) headed by Mr.
Rafik Attia. On this occasion the ABLCC organized
in collaboration with the Commercial office of the
Embassy of Egypt in Brussels a Business Seminar,
followed by a Lunch and B2B meetings.
Secretary General Mr. Qaisar Hijazin in his welcome
remarks shed the light that this is the 10th visit for
the EBA Delegation to Brussels, he addressed a
special thanks to the Embassy of Egypt for it support
and collaboration, he underlined the important
development of the Egyptian Economy in all sectors.
HE.Mr. Khaled EL BAKLY Ambassador of Egypt
highlighted the importance of Economic and social
reform undertaken in Egypt and the importance of
Egypt as a Hub for Business for all the MENA regionand
Africa.
He stressed the long history and friendship relation
between Egypt and Belgium, on the other hand Egypt
become also an Energy Hub for the Mediterranean.
Mrs. Fabienne L'HOOST General Director of
the Belgian Foreign Trade Agency highlighted the
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importance of Egypt in belgium's Foreign Trade and
the numerous opportunities offered by the Economic
development in Egypt to Belgian's Companies and
according to Mr. Jozef Somers Operations Manager at
SGS,on his testimony about the Trade in Egypt,while
he shared with us his succesful experience in Egypt.
In this occasion the ABLCC would like to thank the
valuable partners (FIT, hub. brussels, Awex), HE. Mr.
Yahya EL Wathik BELLAK and Mr. Sherif Erfan from
the Embassy of Egypt and BECI and CBL ACP for their
support and their collaboration.

JOINT CHAMBERS
www.arabhellenicchamber.gr
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The remarkable success
of the 22nd Arab-German Business Forum
Congratulations Ghorfa!

A side view from the Forum

H.E. Mostafa Madbouly, Prime Minister of Egypt at the Forum

For another year and in line with long-established
tradition to convene and host successful events,
our sister Chamber, Ghorfa Arab-German Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, has again made the 22nd
German Business Forum a big success.
To further strengthen and enlarge sustainable business
relations between Germany and the Arab countries,
the Ghorfa Arab-German Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, together with high-profile partners from
Germany and the Arab World, hosted the 22nd ArabGerman Business Forum at the Hotel Ritz-Carlton
Berlin from June 25th to 27th, 2019.

The event was held under the patronage of the
German Federal Minister for Economic Affairs and
Energy, H.E. Peter Altmaier, who gave a Keynote
speech. In addition, the Federal Minister for Economic
Cooperation and Development, Dr. Gerd Müller, who
gave a keynote speech at this year’s Gala Dinner.
This year’s partner country of the Forum was the Arab
Republic of Egypt. We were delighted to welcome
the Prime Minister, H.E. Dr. Mostafa Madbouly, as the
Guest of Honour to the Forum.
Once again, more than 600 leading experts and
decision makers from business, politics and science
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Berlin

The Prime Minister of Egypt at the centre and on his right the
President of Ghorfa H.E. Dr. Peter Ramsauer witnessing the signing
of one of the business agreements between German and Egypt
during the Forum

(from left) Mr. Abdulaziz Al Mikhlafi, Mr. Mohammad Abdo Saeed
President Union of Arab Chambers, Mr. Nabil Kuzbari President
and Chief Executive Officer Vimpex Handelgesellschaft m.b.H, Dr.
Kamal Hasan Ali Assistant Secretary General for Economic Affairs
Arab League, and our Chamber’s Secretary General Mr. Rashad
Mabger

attended the event. It was a well-organized conference
that offered an excellent networking opportunity to
establish new business relationships and to enhance
existing ones with German counterparts.
The topics at the Forum were well crafted, networking
and discussions had an easy flow and the signing of
various important agreements and contracts between
the Egyptian Government and German companies
came to crown this successful event.
Congratulations to our dear friend, Secretary General
Abdulaziz Al-Mikhlafi!
Our Secretary General with the first Vice President of our Chamber
Rashid Al-Kaabi at the Gala dinner with some of the guests
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Scholarship Opportunity for Postgraduate Studies
With this letter, we would like to bring to your
attention that applications for the next academic
year 2018-2019 are now open at the Mediterranean
Agronomic Institute of Chania (MAI Chania - MAICh).
Full scholarships (including tuition fees, board and
accommodation) will be given to 2-3 university
graduates from your country to follow the MSc
programmes offered by MAICh in the following
departments:
1. Business Economics and Management
2. Food Quality and Chemistry of Natural Products
3. Geoinformation in Environmental Management
4. Horticultural Genetics and Biotechnology
5. Sustainable Agriculture
All programmes are dedicated to offering the best
possible education and research training to endow
students with the knowledge and skills required for the
competitive regional and global marketplace. To date,
more than 300 former MAICh MSc graduates have
accomplished or are in the process of finishing a PhD
degree on full scholarship in all corners of the world.
Many of them are now faculty members in prestigious
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universities in countries such as the USA, Canada,
Australia, all over Europe and the Mediterranean.
MAICh's hallmark is the quality of teaching staff who
are faculty members in renowned universities in the EU,
Canada, and the USA. We believe that candidates with
a solid scientific background and good command of
English maximize the return of investment to mutual
benefit. This is demonstrated by the fact that many
former MAICh MSc graduates are currently pursuing
academic careers at well-known universities while
many others constitute suitable employees in teaching,
research institutions, government and international
agencies, management companies, aid programs, local
authorities and as consultants in the private sector.
We would be grateful if you could circulate the
information to suitable graduates that you have
personally selected.
Further information on the MSc program and relevant
application forms can be found at https://www.iamc.
ciheam.org/
Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Chania (MAICh)
CIHEAM - MAI Chania
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SPECIAL INSERTION
HELLENIC PETROLEUM

The Vision of European Refining
Industry for 2050
The evolution of the Refining Industry and Liquid Fuels
on the way to a Low Carbon Economy

The EU is the global leader in the effort to address climate
change, and is currently preparing its 2050 Strategy on
Energy Transition, based on the goals set by the Paris
Climate Agreement. As the objectives of the EU are
becoming more and more ambitious, with the end result
being a zero carbon footprint economy, some questions
arise about the future of the Refining industry. “Will we
continue to need oil in the next decades? What will be the
role of oil and what the role of liquid fuels in the future?
Will there be refineries in the future, and if so in what
structure?”
The European Refining industry is the first among the
large energy intensive industrial sectors of the EU to
recently present an integrated proposal for the future of
energy, its so-called Vision 2050, which provides answers
to these questions. Announced in 2018 by the European
Petroleum Refiners Association, FuelsEurope, the Vision
2050 is a result of a very intensive process of two years, in
which the Hellenic Petroleum Group participated, as an
active member of the Association.
It entails concrete proposals, demonstrating how the
sector can be part of the solution in the fight against
climate change, and how it is committed to contributing
to the objectives of the Paris Climate Agreement, while at
the same time continuing to reliably feed the citizens and
the economy of the EU with liquid fuels and products that
have a reduced carbon footprint.
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The Vision for Low-Carbon Liquid Fuels
for Europe
• In our Vision, Europe’s citizens and businesses will
be supplied with liquid fuels and products that are
progressively lower in carbon intensity, being used in
progressively more efficient vehicles, setting a long-term
pathway toward a low-emission and resilient economy.
• In our Vision, the Refinery of the Future,
capitalising on its technological know-how and flexible
infrastructures, will increasingly use new feedstocks,
such as renewables, waste and captured CO2, in a
very efficient manufacturing centre, integrated in a
cluster of industries, in synergy with other sectors, such
as chemicals, district-heating, sustainable biofuels and
power industry. These clusters will process and exchange a
variety of feedstocks and semi-finished products – such as
renewable hydrogen, waste carbon, sustainable biomass,
waste, residual heat, conventional and synthetic crude oil
and renewable power.
• Our Vision is ambitious but achievable. It is based
on both established and emerging technologies, and on
models of industrial collaboration built on the principles
of the circular economy and resource efficiency. However
it will require an enabling policy framework.
• Our Vision, combined with increasingly efficient
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use of low-carbon products in transport and other
industries, will give the EU the means to achieve its
climate change mitigation objectives.
• Our Vision represents an industrial opportunity for
Europe to develop low-carbon technologies and offer
them to the world as part of the global climate solution.
We are fully committed to collaborate with other
industries and policymakers to deliver our Vision, and to
be a major player of the long term industrial and energy
solution for Europe, enabling climate leadership and
contributing to economic prosperity.

penetration of new alternative technologies requires much
longer to provide significant results.
• Many technologies will be needed to produce lowcarbon liquids with the potential to deliver low-emission
mobility across life-cycle in all the transport segments, such
as sustainable biofuels, CCS/CCU1, renewable hydrogen
and power-to-liquids.

There is no silver bullet:
limited electrification
beyond the bus and light
trucks segment

Europe and the world will need liquid
fuels and products for many decades: the
role of low carbon fuels
• After over a hundred years, hydrocarbon liquid fuels
remain unrivalled for use in transport thanks to their superior
energy density; they are simply the best form of portable
energy storage and delivery. Whole sectors of transport
and industry cannot function without them.
• To meet the EU and global climate change mitigation
objectives while continuing to provide affordable
mobility, vital to citizens and industry, there will be a
need for both “low-carbon” electrons and “low-carbon”
molecules. While electrons offer a viable alternative for
passenger cars and vans in cities, molecules for liquid fuels
will still be needed, especially for long haul heavy duty road
transport, aviation, and marine, as well as for petrochemical
feedstocks, lubricants and other products.
• Low-carbon liquid fuels can be among the most costeffective options for cutting CO2 in transport. Part of this
is due to extensive and reliable distribution infrastructures
already in place, a clear advantage compared to other
energy solutions requiring the build-up – often with public
funds - of new infrastructures.
• In the transition towards lower emissions road transport,
low-carbon molecules will contribute by reducing emissions
of all the vehicles in circulation, while the gradual
22
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SPECIAL INSERTION
HELLENIC PETROLEUM

We propose that
the contribution of
low-carbon fuels is
accounted in the CO2
performance standards
for cars and for trucks,
through the adoption
of a holistic, Well-toWheel (and eventually
Life-Cycle) approach.

The Refinery of the Future and its Role
in the Energy Transition
• EU refineries are perfectly placed to be low-carbon
manufacturing centres integrated within a cluster
of industries - they already have many technologies to
combine and optimise the chemical formulation of their
respective products and demonstrate, with the extensive
integration of refineries and petrochemical sites how
these industrial synergies enhance the competitiveness of
the industrial cluster.
• The refinery of the future will have the possibility
to further expand this industrial collaboration by
participating in joint initiatives to develop innovative lowcarbon technologies for reducing the overall emissions of
the cluster of industries and of their products.
• It will work on further improving the carbonefficiency of its operations, through the advancement
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of its energy management system and the adoption of new
technologies.
• It will continue supporting investments in
manufacturing low-carbon fuels and other lowcarbon
products.
• It will engage in expanding, deepening and developing
collaborative projects with other industries to enable
emissions reduction across the full value chain.
• Through the energy transition, and beyond, the refining
industry will deliver low-carbon products to society while
continuing to provide skilled jobs, scientific and financial
contributions to the EU economy. This Vision will also
ensure energy diversity and security of supply for the EU.
The collaboration between industrial sectors will give
the EU the global technological leadership for the lowcarbon transition, creating opportunities for exporting
technologies and business models.
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Evolution is not just a
theory….
…we are thinking beyond
tomorrow

Low carbon fuels
production from
renewables, algae,
plastic waste.

About HELPE
Hellenic Petroleum is a dynamic Group with solid Foundations, holding a leading position in
the Greek Energy Sector as well as the greater area of Southeast Europe.
Our Vision is to be an innovative, extroverted and competitive regional Group that will
pioneer in the energy transformation that is taking place in the international environment, in
the context of Sustainable Development.

Covering 65% of national
refining capacity
A Group with activity in 6 countries
(Greece, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Serbia,
Montenegro, North Macedonia)

3 Refineries
Storage capacity of 6.65 million m3
15 fuel storage and distribution
for crude and products
facilities

1.700 petrol stations
in Greece 300 petrol
stations abroad

23 aircraft refueling stations
2 LPG bottling plants
1 lubricants blending and
packaging unit

About FuelsEurope
FuelsEurope is the voice of the European petroleum refining industry. It represents with the EU
institutions the interest of 40 companies, operating refineries in the EU. Members account for
almost 100% of EU petroleum refining capacity and more than 75% of EU motor fuel retail sales.
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Excellence

in service
through

innovation
by people
who care

Your Premium
Real Estate
Agent in
G r e e c e
and Europe

enjoy Greece
• the Golden Visa
• the Greek Residency
• the Greek Hospitality
• the Safety
• the Education
• the Medical
& Health Services
• the Holidays

...the European privileges

59 Skoufa str | 106 72 Athens | Greece
T.+30 211 40 87 141, +30 6936844555
info@irgpro.com | www.irgpro.com

Enjoy your Golden Visa to Greece and Europe

NEW

MEMBERS
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1.

WIDE

2.

GREEN COLA HELLAS

3.

PAGOUNI S.A.

4.

RS200 MOTOR OIL

5.

ZARIFOPOULOS S.A.

6.

SANITEC S.A.

7.

ENERGY FINANCIAL GROUP

8.

LAZIDIS & WU PROPERTIES

9.

PMD REAL ESTATE NETWORK

10.

ADAM PACK
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WIDE is an ISO 9001 certified corporation, established in the heart
of Piraeus, the most traditional maritime city in the world.
Our company was born from the vision of one Man with huge
experience and expertise on the Maritime Field and Business Projects.
CONTACT DETAILS
WIDE M.IKE
A: 94, Notara Str. – 4th Floor, 185 35, Piraeus,
Hellas
T: +30 210 4123 049
F: +30 210 4225 671
E: info@wide.co.com
W: www.wide.co.com

Our well trained and multilingual staff is ready to accommodate any
request for:
• Ships’ Registration
• Crews’ Certification
• Offshore Corporation Setup
• Legal Advice
• Marine Engineering
• Technical Consultancy
and many other related topics.
In WIDE, Hellenic maritime tradition meets the deep knowledge and
experience of people contributed to the greatness of such tradition.
These people are ready to listen to your needs and provide the right
answers just for you!
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GREEN COLA HELLAS is one of the fastest-growing innovative

CONTACT DETAILS
GREEN COLA HELLAS
A: 17 km National Road Athens-Lamia & 2,
Kalamata str., 14564 N. KIFISIA
th

T: +30 210 8002980
F: +30 2310 780 758
E: contactgcbi@greencola.com
W: www.greencola.gr

companies in Greece, engaged in the production of non-alcoholic
natural beverages sweetened with Stevia products with, 0% calorie
intake, 0% sugar, 0% aspartame, with caffeine from green coffee
beans. Just a few years after its successful journey, the company
has acquired a large market share in Greece and has reached the
second place in consumers’ preference.
Green Cola's main philosophy is based on the idea of creating a
fresh and innovative category in the field of soft drinks. With sugar
free products that are in line with healthy nutrition and are based on
the natural sweetener extracted by the Stevia plant. Following this
idea, some of the latest launches are the low calorie, unmatched
taste and high-quality products: Green Cola, Green Orange, Green
Lemon, Green Sour Cherry and Pure Cola - the first cola beverage
with green tea extract.
Green Cola Hellas is currently one of the fastest growing companies
in Greece, in the field of fast-moving consumer goods, maintaining
its production base within the country. At the same time, it has
a strong export activity, growing its business and expanding in
more than 22 foreign countries in Europe, Middle East, as well as
registering its trademark in 140 countries worldwide.
Through its innovative recipe, based on Stevia sweeteners, Green
Cola has managed to successfully to be established and become
the leader of a new category in the industry of non-alcoholic
soft drinks, the category of the ‘healthier refreshment beverage’,
offering the “green side of refreshments”.
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CONTACT DETAILS
PAGOUNI S.A.
A: 9th km Old Nat. Road Thessaloniki-Veria
570 08, Thessaloniki - Greece
T: +30 2310 781 869
F: +30 2310 781 524
E: sales@pagouni.gr
W: www.pagouni.gr

PAGOUNI S.A. is one of the leading and most dynamic Greek
companies in the steel processing and steel treatment sector, with
a long history of seven decades.
The company continuously invests in the improvement of its two
strategically located production facilities and its products. It also
constantly works on the development of new innovative products,
focusing on the crucial environmental and energy efficiency
concerns of modern building.
Its activities and products are allocated under two famous brands:
1. DOMOLAM PANELS & PROFILES, dealing with the
constructions sector, offering solutions for building, cladding and
finishing of metallic or composite steel-concrete projects. The
production range includes:
• STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS (purlins, girts, industrial gutters,
metal frame profiles, collaborating metal sheet floors, etc.)
• COVERING SOLUTIONS (insulating roof and wall sandwich
panels, cold room panels, corrugated sheets etc.)
• FINISHING SOLUTIONS (flashings, fixation material, translucent
sheets, auxiliary parts, etc.)
2. SERVILAM, offering complete solutions for the contemporary
needs of the metal sheet processing industry:
• Custom-tailored coils, flat sheets, strips, etc.
All products of PAGOUNI SA are produced by state-of-the-art
equipment, from excellent quality raw material.
The company is certified according to ISO 9001:2015, ISO
14001:2015 and its products bear CE marking.
Feel free to visit www.pagouni.gr for more details!
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CONTACT DETAILS
RS200 MOTOR OIL
A: Industrial Park of Lakkoma P.O. BOX 53
Halkidiki, Greece
T: +30 23990 20130
F: +30 23990 51022
E: sophia.p@rs200motoroil.com
E: hellas@rs200motoroil.com
W: www.rs200motoroil.com
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Facilities
The RS200 MOTOR OIL is based on Industrial Park of
Lakkoma on Halkidiki in Greece (EU), where exists only factories
that are environmentally friendly. Our production operation does
not pollute the environment and also our factory participates to
the goverment’s recycle system.
Our factory is based on our 14.000m2 private area, where exists
our two factories (4.000m2 in total and also are housed our
headquarters too) and our storage tanks of 1.700MT (metric tons)
capacity for raw materials.
Historic
* In 1980 was established the company for manufacturing high
quality lubricants and automotive chemicals.
* In 1987 the company was transformed to anonymous company
(S.A.).
* In 1992 participated for first time in the greatest international
exhibition in “Automechanika” Frankfurt where we closed the first
deal for export in Hong Kong and from then till now we expanded
our exports in five (5) continents and in more than fourty-five (45)
countries all over the world.
* In 1999 the factory and the headquarters moved from Thessaloniki
to Industrial Park of Lakkoma in Halkidiki at our owned 14.000m2
area.
* In 2001 modernized the production by adding a full automatic
bottling line, which increased the production to 3.000bottles of
1L per hour.
* In 2004 built in our owned area an exterior tank farm of first
materials with total capacity 1.700MT (metric tons).
* In 2007 established the subsidiary company “BioEnergia”, which
produces Biodiesel and supplies majorly the Greek government
refineries.
* In 2010 RS200 motor oil celebrates the 30 successed years since
the establishing day.
* In 2011 started the production of our new pioneering design
packages.
* In 2014 we developed our grease production equipments for
producing more types of greases and more quantities of them.
Exports
The RS200 motor oil is majorly an export factory of lubricants and
automotive chemicals. Our exports covers the 70% of our total
production and our products are exported in more than 45countries
all over the world and specifically in 5continents (Europe, America,
Africa, Asia & Australia), through our representatives network.
Every year we increase the exported volumes and we spread in new
countries. Our target is to have an exclusive representative per
country and all of our products to be produced from our major
factory in Europe retaining our high quality level products.
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ZARIFOPOULOS was founded back in 1972, the firm’s main
objectives being the design, importation, supply, installation,
maintenance and distribution of various Security Systems from
leading manufacturers and system companies, worldwide.

CONTACT DETAILS
ZARIFOPOULOS S.A.
A: 14 Dodekanisou, 14235 Nea Ionia, GREECE
T: +30 210 2713970
F: +30 210 2779542
E: sales@zarifopoulos.com
W: www.zarifopoulos.com

The System products and services, offered by the firm are: Security,
Fire Detection, Fire Extinguishing, Fire Fighting equipment,
C.C.T.V.& Video image transmission, Access control, and
Building Energy Management.
The group maintains a very strong private-sector client base, major
technical constructors, Super Market Brands, Hotels, Industry, the
Greek Bank Sector and has completed numerous major projects in
the Public Sector, including Olympic facilities, Archaeological Sites
and Museums, Universities, Ministries, Public Utilities, Airports etc.
The Company has undertaken projects in Greece, United Kingdom,
Romania, Pakistan, Jordan, Syria, Algeria, Ghana and Nigeria among
others, employs 237 persons and operates from a company-owned
base, with eleven (11) branches throughout Greece being also present
in Bulgaria, Cyprus and Albania.
The highly trained personnel, along with the overall experience,
knowledge and responsibility at Zarifopoulos, all equip the firm with
the necessary elements needed to develop both in Greece and abroad.
The firm’s entire operations are in line with ΕΝ ISO 9001:2015
and ELOT ISO/IEC 27001:2013 standards, as stipulated by the
inspection and certification organization TUV HELLAS.
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SANITEC S.A., one of the leading Sanitary Ware Industries in

CONTACT DETAILS
SANITEC S.A.
T: +30 2310 574900
F: +30 2310 574800
E: sanitec@sanitec.gr
W: www.sanitec.gr

Greece, avails in the market a wide variety of sanitary ware, with bath
and kitchen products.
• The granite kitchen sinks “ULTRA GRANITE” series consists of
several models of aesthetic superiority, in modern colorways. Their
first-class raw material contains almost 80% mineral Quartz, the
hardest component of granitic rock formations.
• The kitchen sinks “CLASSIC” series, in several ergonomic designs
and in a large variety of colors. The fair prices have established the
series as one of the most popular in various foreign markets.
• SANITEC’s involvement in bath’s field, presents several series of
modern products such as ACRYLIC BATHTUBS & SHOWER BOXES
in a large variety of shapes & dimensions. Furthermore, the factory
equips them with a big range of whirlpool systems and accessories.
• The “MONOBLOC” type WASH-BASIN models in contemporary
designs, specifically intended for professional use; hard and compact
body, extremely smooth surface with high durability in daily use. They
are produced in many colors, invariant in time.
All SANITEC products are made in Greece, in full compliance to the
ISO-9001:2015 quality assurance standards, certified by TÜVSaarland Organization in Germany.
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ENERGY FINANCIAL GROUP was founded in 2005 to support
Investment Initiatives for businesses operating in the Greek and
Cypriot territories.

CONTACT DETAILS
ENERGY FINANCIAL GROUP
A: 37, Marathonos Av., 15351 Pallini, Attiki, GREECE
T: +30 210 3822218
F: +30 210 3822213
E: info@energygroup.gr
W: www.energygroup.com.cy
Contact Persons
George Farlekas, CEO
E: farlekas@energygroup.gr
M: +30 6977998685
Konstantinos Kormentzas, Business Development
Manager
E: kormentzas@energygroup.gr
M: +30 6993537050

It provides integrated technical and financial support services for large
private investment plans, specializing in Engineering and Financial
Studies and Licensing of tourist projects.
Additionally, it supports the preparation and certification process of a
wide range of quality standards needed for businesses operating both
locally and internationally (e.g. ISO, HACP, CE).
The company’s services also extend to rating classification for tourism
units, as well as full coverage of GDPR compliance, both initial and
ongoing.
The biggest asset of the company is its people. A dynamic mix of
experts, having extensive engineering and finance experience, who
continuously strive to deliver on the promise of quality and on-time
results for its customers.
Our track record is the best indicator for our promise towards our
customers. We have successfully managed over 100 large (more
than € 15m) investment plans, with special emphasis on tourism and
manufacturing, 4,500 Investment Plans in total, 500 Building or other
Licensing Projects and more than 1,000 Certified Asset Valuations.
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"LAZIDIS & WU PROPERTIES P.C." is located at the center
of the municipality of Ellinikon, a southern suburb of Attika. We have
a big variety of estates that includes residential and investing.

CONTACT DETAILS
LAZIDIS & WU PROPERTIES
A: 30, Vouliagmenis avenue, 167 77 Athens
Greece
T: +30 211 1052530
E: info@lazidis-wu.com
W: www.lazidis-wu.com
CONTACT PERSON:
Despina Triandafilidis
Foreign Afairs Director &
Real estate – investing consultant
M: +30 6974617550
E: despina@lazidis-wu.com
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Our facilities are equipped according to the latest technological
advances and our customers can be served in seven different languages:
Greek, English, German, Chinese, Arabic, Russian and Turkish.
In "LAZIDIS & WU PROPERTIES P.C." we deliver a V.I.P. class services
to all our customers and especially to our foreign clients, including
transportation from and to the airport by our own luxurious vehicles,
dinners in fine restaurants, sightseeing tours, continuous interpretation
service and a lot more.
We always follow a carefully planned schedule, with the aim of
offering our customers the opportunity to combine the right choice
of investment with an unforgettable stay in Greece.
We take care for their Visa formalities, providing all necessary help
and support.
The smile of our clients after having received our services is the
company's staff strongest motivation, which relentlessly seeks after
quality in customer care.
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PMD REAL ESTATE is a licensed real estate agency located in
Glyfada, Athens Greece and is a regulated member the RICS, the
worlds best known stamp of approval for property professionalism, a
certified member of the International Real Estate Federation (Fiabci)
and the Athens Realtor Association.
CONTACT DETAILS
PMD REAL ESTATE NETWORK
A: A. Metaxa & Gr. Lambraki 19, Glyfada
T: +30 2110132212
M: +30 6937377068
E: info@pmdrealestate.gr
W: www.pmdrealestate.gr
Owner / operator:
Panagiotis Giannakis

Our commitment to satisfy our client’s needs, which is the
firm's priority. All business transactions are handled with utmost
confidentiality and each request is attended to with efficiency always
bearing in mind our clients best interests.
The acquisition, sale or even rental of any property is dealt with
professional expertise and integrity.
All you need to do is browse through our web site for anything of
interest and you may discover we have just what you are looking for,
or contact our office so that we can attend to your individual needs,
thus exceeding your expectations which is our goal.
Don’t forget HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS.. WE AIM TO HELP
YOU MAKE THIS YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME.
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ADAM PACK is a manufacturer of Gable Τop cartons and plastic
spouts for packaging fresh liquid food products such as milk & juice.

CONTACT DETAILS
ADAM PACK FOOD PACKAGING S.A.I.C.
A: Panormos Lavrion, 195 00, LAVRIO, Greece
T: +30 22920 60971
M: +30 6943 2926 62
F: +30 22920 60974
E: npetridis@adampack.gr
W: www.adampack.gr
CONTACT PERSON:
Nikos Petridis, Sales Manager
T: +30 22920 60160
M: +30 6943 2926 62
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The experience gained in more than 25 years, the specialized personnel,
the extensive know how and the competent production equipment
highlight its leadership position in Greece while exporting products in
more than 20 countries.
From its privately owned facilities located in Lavrion, in 6,000sqm,
supplies daily products with high added value which preserve the
product freshness, always with respect to the environment.
Member of the Diorama Investments Sicar since August 2017,
is already investing in state of the art production equipment and
anticipates the development of innovative products.
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Mideast Travel Worldwide is Europe’s & Greece’s Leading
DMC 2019
Mideast Travel Worldwide is awarded as Europe's &
Greece's Leading Destination Management Company
(DMC) 2019 by the World Travel Awards™, the Oscars
of the International Travel and Tourism industry.

These prestigious distinctions not only reflect the
specialization of Mideast Travel Worldwide in the Incoming
tourism to Greece, but also indicate the company's
recognition in the European tourism sector.

The glamorous Europe Gala Ceremony took place at
Belmond Reid’s Palace, in Madeira, Portugal, on Saturday,
the 8th of June, 2019.

Mrs. Katerina Mousbeh said: "It is our great honor and
pleasure to be distinguished in the global tourism industry
for yet another year and to have managed to reach the
top of Greece and Europe. I would like to thank from the
bottom of my heart the Mideast team and our loyal clients
for their endless trust and support during the last 35 years."

The awards were handed to Mrs. Souha Katerina Mousbeh,
Managing Director and Mrs. Maria Mousbeh, General
Manager of the Group.

CONTACT DETAILS
MIDEAST TRAVEL WORLDWIDE
A: 105-107 Vas. Sofias Ave. 115 21 Athens
- Greece
T: +30 211 2118888 F: +30 210 6426147
E: mideast@mideast.gr
W: www.mideast.gr
Branches: Mykonos | Istanbul
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Start the summer in the iconic Astir Beach with a 15% discount
on the Membership Program “The Key”
Summer is here and Astir Beach is offering a 15%
discount on the Membership Program “The Key”, to the
members of the Arab – Hellenic Chamber of Commerce &
Development. The Astir Beach Membership Program “The
Key” offers unique privileges including unlimited access
to the beach and to Astir Beach’s facilities all year long,
as well as free parking, access to the Exclusive Members
lounge, concierge service and designated area on the
beach with sunbeds and towels.

Since the 1960s, Astir Beach has been synonymous with
natural beauty, class and upscale leisure. Located in
the Athens Riviera, Astir Beach is widely known for its
pine-clad surroundings, crystal waters, golden sand and
mesmerizing sunsets, serving for decades as the ultimate
seaside destination in Athens. Alluring, cosmopolitan
and only 30 minutes away from the city center, Astir
Beach constitutes the most iconic option for a summer
getaway.

CONTACT DETAILS
ASTIR PALACE VOULIAGMENIS S.A.
A: 40, Apollonos Street, 16671 Vouliagmeni, Athens,
Greece
T: +30 210 89 01 619
E: astirmanager@astir.gr
W: www.astir.gr/beach/astir-clubs
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Offer of Accommodation in Domotel Hotels & Resorts for fhe
Arab-Hellenic Chamber of Commerce & Development
Establishing the already strong foundations of the
partnerships and mutual trust between Domotel Hotels
& Resorts and the Arab-Hellenic Chamber of Commerce
& Development, we would be delighted to offer you
the following offer for the period from 01/01/2019 to
31/12/2019:
• 10% discount on current Best available internet rates
for all Domotel Hotels & Resorts (Domotel Kastri,
Domotel Xenia Volos, Domotel Arni, Domotel Neve and
Domotel Anemolia).
Please note that the offer is subject to availability for
direct bookings in hotels, not combined with other
offers, special packages, etc.

rates do not include the Accommodation Tax and must
be paid directly by the guest to the hotel.
We hope to have the pleasure of accommodating the
Arab-Hellenic chamber members, making them feel at
home through our guest orientated personalized service.

The following festive periods are excluded from this
offer:
• Holy Spirit: 07 - 10/06/19
• The Assumption of the Virgin: 11-19 / 08/2019
• October 28: 26-28 / 10/2019
• Christmas - New Year: 22/12/19 - 01/01/20
Please note that the offer is subject to availability for
direct bookings in hotels, not combined with other
offers, special packages, etc.
The client has to check Best available rate from the
booking engine of the hotel as the 10% discount applies
only to the mentioned price list.
Important note: We would like to inform you that the

CONTACT DETAILS
DOMOTEL KASTRI
A: 154, El. Venizelou str., 146 71, Nea ErythraiaAthens, Greece
T: +30 210 3507100 F: +30 210 3507121
E: kastri@domotel.gr, resaxenia@domotel.gr,
neve@domotel.gr, anemolia@domotel.gr,
reservationsarni@domotel.gr W: www.domotel.gr
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Golden Visa Programme
Home in Greece, Step to Europe.

The new laws of the Ministry of Development,
Competitiveness and Infrastructure and the Ministry of
the Merchant Marine and the Aegean now make the legal
framework favorable for strategic and private investment in
Greece. This includes promotion and support of residence
in Greece for non-EU domiciled investors by means of
a distinct five-year renewable alien residence permit,
applicable also to executives in strategic investment
projects and foreign commercial/industrial and maritime
companies active in Greece.
A real estate purchase in Greece of just 250,000 euros
(regardless of annual income) entitles purchasers to a
special renewable alien resident permit for non-EU citizens
and their families and provides them with the right to visafree and unhindered travel throughout the EU.
The EGNA Navridis & Associates lawyers are glad to

responsibly take up, handle and process all required stages
in the issuance of a resident alien permit. We oversee the
completeness and accuracy of the portfolio to be filed with
the competent administrative agencies. In our continuous
efforts to serve our clients, we work with professionals of
other fields who assist us in preparing a full package of
notarial, legal, real estate and taxation services, ensuring
prompt issuance of residence permits and saving you from
all the hassle of personal appointments at any stage of this
arduous process.
EGNA Navridis & Associates clients from Iran, Iraq,
Egypt and the UAE now enjoy the full spectrum of the
Golden Visa privileges, the opportunity to travel freely
throughout the EU and the enjoyment of the Greek
landscape just by purchasing exquisite real estate holdings
in Greece.

CONTACT DETAILS
EGNA LAW FIRM
EFTHYMIOS G. NAVRIDIS & ASSOCIATES
ATHENS - BUCHAREST - SKOPJE - SOFIA - TIRANA
A: Head office: Athens: 21 Voukourestiou Str., 106 71
T: +30 210 3601250, F: +30 210 3604298
E: info@navridis.com
W: www.navridis.com
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Greek fine foods by Greek Brands
Greece is known globally for the premium Olive Oil,
because of its richness and the aroma of its taste.
We, in Greek Brands, export, apart from all the other
goods, the best Greek Olive Oil worldwide and supply the
retail & food service channels using different packaging
formats, such as premium glass and plastic bottles, pet
and tin packs, ISO tanks and metal drums, always tailored
to suit our client’s needs.
Due to our recent register in the Arab Hellenic Chamber
we created a series of offers in the majority of our
products, such as Extra Virgin Olive Oil & Pomace Olive
Oil, in order to achieve a successful first coupling with
the Arab World.
•
•
•
•

High quality & competitive prices
Private label availability
Professional support
ISO, HACCP, IFS, BRC

The main idea of that campaign is to fulfill Arab World’s
need for Greek fine foods.
Bonus: We ensure you the most competitive prices of
the last 5 years!

Find us on Lin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/greek-brands/
on Fb: https://www.facebook.com/greekbrandsfoods/
& visit our YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/greekbrands

CONTACT DETAILS
GREEK BRANDS FINE FOODS
A: 90 Kyprou Avenue, Argiroupoli, 16452, Athens,
Greece
T: +30 210 9967250 F: +30 210 9967243
E: info@greekbrands.com
W: www.greekbrands.com
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London IOOC 2019 / Bronze Award For Mytholio Premium
Selection Extra Virgin Olive Oil
April 12-14 took place the “London International Olive
Oil Competition - LIOOC 2019”.
In Nutria we are proud to announce that our very own extra
virgin olive oil MYTHOLIO Premium Selection managed
to be distinguished amongst other high quality olive oils:
Bronze Award category Quality - Delicate
Extra virgin olive oil is a natural product tightly bounded
with the Mediterranean Diet.

Mytholio Premium Selection originates from olives
grown in carefully selected olive groves in Greece and
harvested on the right time of their ripening. As a result,
the natural olive juice preserves its superb aroma and
exquisite taste.
The Mytholio line has been awarded twice with the ITQI
2-star Superior Taste Award.
Available in glass bottles with a capacity of 250ml,
500ml & 750ml.
In NUTRIA we are committed to high quality and high
nutritional value products and we are more than pleased
to share them with you!

CONTACT DETAILS
NUTRIA
A: (FACTORY) 162nd km Athens-Lamia National Road
Agios Konstantinos, Fthiotida, GREECE, 35006
T: +30 2235 0 91081-2, F: +30 2235 0 91083
A: (ATHENS BRANCH) 10, Kodrou str., Neo Psychico,
Athens, 154 51
T: +30 210 32 49 085 F: +30 210 32 13 518
E: nutria@nutria.gr W: www.nutria.gr
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Olivellas S.A. Brings Halkidiki Olives
to the World
Οlivellas S.A. is proud to announce that, in its process
of acquiring more market share around the world, will be
taking part in two very important trade exhibitions:
• Summer Fancy Food, New York, 23-25/06/2019. The
largest specialty food industry event in North America
and the premier showcase for industry innovation.
• Anuga, Cologne, Germany, 5-9/10/2019. The world's
largest food trade fair.
For years, the company has been a steady exhibitor in
trade exhibitions such as ANUGA, SIAL PARIS and Summer
Fancy Food. This year, it has also attended PRODEXPO
in Russia, ANUFOOD in Brazil, FOOD-EXPO in Athens,
SIAL CHINA in Shanghai and TUTTOFOOD in Milan.

Οlivellas S.A. is a family owned company located in
Gerakini, Halkidiki, Greece. Founded in 1993, it has been
growing ever since.
Οlivellas is specialized in processing, packaging and
exporting Greek olives of different varieties and types.
Insisting on high quality and reliable customer service, the
company exports its products to more than 60 countries
all over the world!
Οlivellas is one of the biggest companies in the field of
table olives in Greece. Its total production capacity is
more than 9.000 - 10.000 tons annually supported by
modern warehouse facilities and 65 - 70 employees.
Certified by IFS:V:6, BRC V:6, ISO 22000:2005, ISO
9001:2008, ISO 14001:201, KOSHER and HALAL,
the company meets the highest standards in worldwide
markets.

CONTACT DETAILS
OLIVELLAS S.A. • OLIVE EXPORT TRADE FACTORY
A: GR 63 100 Gerakini, Halkidiki - Greece, PO Box
1005
T: +30 23710 52260 F: +30 23710 51635
E: info@olivellas.gr
W: www.olivellas.gr
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ENTERPRISE GREECE is the official agency of the Greek State, under the auspices of the Ministry of Economy
& Development, to showcase Greece as an attractive destination for investment and to promote the highly competitive products and services produced in Greece for export. Enterprise Greece assists foreign investors and
enterprises to do business with Greece, troubleshoots issues related to the public administration, provides key
information about Greece as an investment destination and promotes the investment sectors in which Greece
excels. In addition, it promotes Greek products and services to the global marketplace, helps Greek businesses
reach new markets, find new business partners, and become more competitive and attractive.

109 Vasilissis Sophias Ave.
115 21 Athens, Greece

Tel.: +30 210 335 5700
info@eg.gov.gr

www.enterprisegreece.gov.gr

Athens, 27-28 November, 2019

SAVE
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DATE
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